SYBCOM-ECONOMICS
SEMESTER - III

PAPER NO : 203:ECONOMICS OF GOVERNMENT FINANCES

Unit -1: INTRODUCTION TO PUBLIC FINANCE

Unit - 2 : TAXATION
Direct and indirect taxes: meaning and its characteristics–concepts of progressive, proportional and regressive taxes. Present Indian tax structure: its characteristics and defects. Role of taxation in economic development. Meaning of tax avoidance and tax evasion.

UNIT- 3: INCOME AND PUBLIC EXPENDITURE

UNIT- 4: PUBLIC DEBT
Public debt-meaning and types of public debt. Economic effects of public debt. Difference between taxation and debt. Burden of public debt-Learner’s and Buchanan’s view point.

References:
1) Public finance in Theory & Practice: R.A. Musgrave & P.G. Musgrave
2) Introduction to Public Finance: Carl C. Plehn
3) The Theory & Working of Union Finance in India: Bhargava R. N.
4) D.M.Mithani : Money, Banking, International trade and Public finance
5) Public Finance: H.L. Bhatia
6) Public Finance: B.P.Tyagi
7) Public Finance: R.C. Agrawal
8) Modern Public Finance: Jha R.
9) Intermediate Public Economics: Jean Hindriks & gareth D. Myles
10) Public Finance: S.K. Singh
11) Public Finance : M. Maria John Kennedy
SEMESTER - IV

PAPER NO: 233 : ECONOMICS OF GROWTH AND DEVELOPMENT

Unit- 1 : INTRODUCTION

Concepts of economic growth and economic development – difference between growth and development. Various indicators for growth and development-PQLI, HDI, HPI, Gender Index and Standard of Living Index.

UNIT- 2: THEORIES OF ECONOMICS GROWTH


UNIT- 3: OBSTACLES IN GROWTH & DEVELOPMENT


UNIT- 4: DEVELOPMENT AND ENVIRONMENT


References:
1) Economics of Development: Michel P. Todaro
2) Leading issues in Economic Development: Meier G.M.
3) Development & Planning-Theory & Practice: Mishra & Puri
4) Economic Development & Planning: M.L. Jhingan
6) Environmental Economics: Hanley & Others
7) Environmental Economics: U. Shankar
8) The Theory of Economic Development: Joseph Schumpeter
9) A Strategy for Development: Hirschman
SEMESTER - V

PAPER NO: 303: INTERNATIONAL ECONOMICS

Unit- 1: THEORIES OF INTERNATIONAL TRADE

Unit- 2: TERMS OF TRADE

Unit- 3: TRADE POLICIES

Unit- 4: EXCHANGE RATE
Meaning and types of exchange rates-pegged, partial and flexible exchange rate. Exchange rate policies and determination of exchange rate. Purchasing power parity theory of exchange rate. Inter-relationship between exchange rate, interest rate and inflation rate.

References
1) Kindiberger C.P.: International Economics
2) Krugmen P.R. & m. Obstgeld: International Economics
3) Money,Banking,International Trade & Public Finance: D.M. Mithani
4) Intrnational Economics: Francis Cherunilam
5) International Economics: M.C.Vaish & Sudama Singh
6) Sodersten Bo: International Economics
SEMESTER - VI

PAPER NO: 313: INDIAN BUSINESS AND ECONOMIC ENVIRONMENT

Unit- 1: ECONOMIC ENVIRONMENT

Basic concept of economic environment. Cultural, social and political environment of business.

Unit- 2: POLICIES FOR BUSINESS ENVIRONMENT

Capital transfer policy. Technology policy. Investment policy. Policy of brown dots (Non – Veg.) and policy of green dots (Veg.)

Unit- 3: INTERNATIONAL ECONOMIC ENVIRONMENT


Unit- 4: DOMESTIC ECONOMIC ENVIRONMENT

MRTP, competition commission. Environment policy. Industrial policy. Labour policy. Agriculture policy. HR policy. Exit policy: meaning, objectives and present policies (all policies to be taught in relation to Indian Business and Economic Development only).

References:

1) Economic Environment of Business: Mishra & Puri
2) Business Environment-Text & Cases: Francis Cherunilam
3) Jalan B.: The Indian Economy-Problems & Prospects
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